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The purpose of this study was to determine perceptions
of school personnel toward the four-by-four block scheduling
program and the extent and influence of this scheduling
model in some selected Georgia high schools. Data were
obtained using the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block
Schedule Questionnaire (CATQ), which measured perceptions of
the four-by-four scheduling model versus the traditional
six-periods-a-day model, and the School Climate and Time on
Task Characteristics of the Illinois Quality School Index
(IQSI), measured perceptions of the four-by-four block
scheduling program on school climate and time on task.
Surveys were sent to the administrators and teachers at
fifteen randomly selected Georgia high schools. The CATQ
and IQSI instruments were mailed to 450 teachers and 105





respondents to the section regarding school climate; 46
administrators and 150 teachers responded to the section
regarding time on task.
Seven research hypotheses were examined using the t-
test and one-way analysis of variance. Findings indicated
(1) administrators and teachers both preferred the four-by
four block scheduling program; (2) administrators and
teachers both perceived the learning climate and time on
task as more effective during the implementation of the
four-by-four block scheduling model; and (3) students'
attendance and reading and mathematics scores did increase
slightly while implementing the four-by-four block
scheduling model. The study concluded with several
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Quality education for children has been a major
concern for many years. A decided increase in public
concern about education began in the early 1980s, after the
release of numerous reports alleging the low quality of
American education. One aspect of the educational process
that has continued to be of concern through the 1990s is the
manner in which time is managed in public high schools.
Prior to the 1980s almost all public high schools
had six or seven class periods which lasted for approxi¬
mately sixty minutes each. Then, in the 1983 report, ^
Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform
(National Commission on Excellence in Education 1983),
questions about the traditional one-hour scheduling block
began to be raised. Studies began to suggest that less than
half the school day was actually being used for instruction.
For example, Edwards (1993) reported studies showing that
students were involved in productive instructional activ¬
ities only 38 percent of the school day. Rossmiller (1983)
found that only about 60 percent of the school day was
available for instruction; and, in similar studies, Gillman
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and Knoll (1984) reported that the average time devoted to
instruction was less than 30 percent.
Because of these and other findings, legislators
began to consider extending the length of the school day
and/or the length of the school year. Such considerations
are still being debated and, in some cases, implemented.
Nationwide, educators and administrators have turned their
inquiry toward the manner in which time is allotted to
various subject areas during the school day, seeking to
discover if there is a way to organize the school day and
instruction more effectively so as to improve the quality of
learning (Kruze and Kruze 1995).
Scheduling plays a vital role in school effective¬
ness. Concurrently with the studies on use of time con¬
ducted during the 1980s and 1990s, educational researchers
have investigated the elements that make schools effective.
These studies showed that there must be some yardstick to
assess student progress and the total educational program
(Stellar 1988) . Thus, formal assessment, usually in the
form of standardized testing, has emerged as an almost
universally accepted tool to measure student achievement.
Likewise, time-on-task, school climate, and student atten¬
dance rate have emerged as critical variables in school
effectiveness. Although there are many other variables in
effective schools--including parental involvement, high
expectations and standards, and strong instructional
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leadership--measures of (1) student achievement as indicated
by standardized testing, (2) time-on-task, (3) student
attendance, and (4) school climate can give a strong indi¬
cation of whether or not particular scheduling models allow
schools to manage time effectively so that maximum student
learning and achievement occurs.
Although many types of models are currently being
used to restructure the use of time in public high schools,
one that is now being used more frequently in the state of
Georgia is the four-by-four block scheduling program. The
four-by-four block scheduling program evolves around a
school day divided into ninety-minute instructional periods,
with the school year divided into semesters. The intent of
this study was to examine the impact of the four-by-four
scheduling program in fifteen randomly selected Georgia high
schools.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the per¬
ceptions of school personnel and the extent and influence of
the four-by-four block scheduling program in some selected
Georgia high schools. Because the trend toward use of
scheduling models such as the four-by-four is increasing, it
is critical for educators to evaluate its effectiveness.
Using selected elements of the effective schools literature,
assessment in the study was based on four variables. Two of
these variables were based on objective data: student
attendance rate and student test scores. Two other vari¬
ables, time-on-task and school climate, were based on the
perceptions of administrators and teachers in the selected
schools. In the pxiblic high school, where there has tradi¬
tionally been little experimentation with the traditional
one-hour scheduling block, the issue of varying instruc¬
tional periods has often led to a polarized discussion of
the relative benefits/deficiencies of the traditional versus
the somewhat controversial "block" or four-by-four sched¬
uling method (Kruze and Kruze 1995). People, including high
school teachers and administrators, are typically resistant
to change.
For most public high schools in Georgia, the four-
by-four scheduling model is a radical departure from tradi¬
tion; therefore, a purpose of this study was to determine
how educators perceive the effectiveness of the four-by-four
block scheduling program. Thus, data were gathered through
questionnaires as well as more objective measures, such as
test scores and attendance.
Background of the Problem
Since the turn of the century and the development of
the U.S. comprehensive high school, few important changes
have occurred with respect to restructuring education for
high school students (Calwelti 1994). High schools still
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cling to a traditional six- or seven-class day, and students
are awarded Carnegie units for the number of minutes a class
is in session during an academic semester or year. For most
of the twentieth century, our view of time and learning in
the high school has been shaped by the Carnegie Standard, in
which student seat-time in a given subject area is equated
to completion or mastery of that subject. The length of the
class period and the credit received for minutes of atten¬
dance have little correlation with what a student learns
during an academic grading period (Canady and Rettig 1995).
However, provided the student passes the coursework in that
semester, he or she is awarded a standard number called
"credit hours" that are eventually applied toward gradua¬
tion and, in many instances, are required for college
entrance. According to Carroll (1994), the Carnegie Stan¬
dard has its roots in the industrial standardization reforms
of the early twentieth century that were led by people such
as Frederick Winslow Taylor, who engaged in time studies of
U.S. factory workers to improve their efficiency at fixed
stations.
In an effort to bring greater uniformity to the
educational process, the Carnegie Commission used similar
concepts in assuming that a certain quantity of time was
directly related to more efficient production. As a result,
a "factory-like" system of education evolved from the view
that learning was a form of production in which teachers
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were expected to create a quantifiable product in a given
amount of time (Carroll 1994). Through this historical
slant on time, our modern master schedule has evolved and
has, in most U.S. high schools, remained relatively
unchanged over the last half century (Carroll 1994), The
National Education Commission on Time and Learning (1994,
7), which was established in 1991 by Congress to conduct a
comprehensive study of the relationship between learning and
scheduled time in America's schools, reported that "the
degree to which today's American school is controlled by
the dynamics of clock and calendar is surprising, even to
people who understand school operations," In addition, the
Commission made the following observations regarding the
rigidity of time schedules in public schools:
1, With few exceptions, schools open and close
their doors at fixed times in the morning and early after¬
noon. A school in one district might open at 7:30 a.m. and
close at 12:15 p.m.; in another, the school day might run
from 8:00 in the morning until 3:00 in the afternoon.
2, With few exceptions, the school year lasts nine
months, beginning in late summer and ending in late spring.
3, According to the National Center for Education
Statistics, schools typically offer a six-period day, with
about 5.6 hours of classroom time a day.
4, No matter how complex or simple the school
subject--literature, shop, physics, gym, or algebra--the
schedule assigns each an impartial national average of 51
minutes per class period, no matter how well or poorly
students comprehend the material.
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5. The norm for required school attendance,
according to the Council of Chief State School Officers, is
180 days. Eleven states permit school terms of 175 days or
less; only one state requires more than 180.
6. Secondary school graduation requirements are
universally based on seat time--"Carnegie units"--a standard
of measurement representing one credit for completion of a
one-year course meeting daily.
7. Despite the obsession with time, little atten¬
tion is paid to how it is used: in 42 states examined by
the Commission, only 41 percent of secondary school time
must be spent on core academic subjects {National Education
Commission on Time and Learning 1994) .
"The results are predictable," according to the
Commission:
The school clock governs how families organize
their lives, how administrators oversee their
schools, and how teachers work their way through the
curriculum. Above all, it governs how material is
presented to students and the opportunity they have
to comprehend and master it (National Education
Commission on Time and Learning 1994, 8).
During the early 1980s and again during the early
1990s, school personnel were bombarded with reports on the
inefficient and ineffective use of school time. One of the
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most important concerns expressed in the 1983 report, h
Nation at Risk, was related to how time was used in
America's schools. The following questions were posed: How
do we use time? How do we allocate time? How do we account
for time? (National Commission on Excellence in Education
1983) . In response to concerns arising from the report,
many state legislators argued that schools should increase
both the length of the school day and the school year.
Many educators, however, were resistant to such
suggestions, contending that a mere extension of school time
was not necessarily a solution and would be very costly.
Instead, educators began to experiment with redesigning the
traditional high school schedule as they took into consider¬
ation the specific recommendations of the National Education
Commission on Time and Learning (1991), which were:
1. Schools should be reinvented around learning,
not time.
2. State and local school boards should work with
schools to redesign education so that time becomes a factor
supporting learning, not a boundary marking its limits.
3. Schools should provide additional academic time
by reclaiming the school day for academic instruction.
4. Teachers should be provided with the profes¬
sional time and opportunities they need to do their jobs
well (Sommerfield 1994).
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In 1995, three Georgia high schools were approved by
the Georgia Department of Education to implement a four-by-
four block scheduling program. They were Jefferson County
High School, Osborne High School (Cobb County), and Carver
High School (Atlanta city). Beginning in August of 1996, a
total of thirty-three Georgia high schools received waivers
to implement a four-by-four block scheduling program (see
appendix A). Informal discussion with administrators around
the state indicates that more high schools may soon join the
ranks of those who now implement the four-by-four block
scheduling program.
In the four-by-four block scheduling program, the
school day is divided into four instructional blocks of
approximately 90 minutes each, and the school year is
divided into two semesters. During the first semester,
students are enrolled in four courses which meet daily.
Instruction, which previously had been stretched over the
course of an entire 180-day school year, is now compressed
into one semester of double-block periods. At the end of
the fall semester, students receive credit for each course
successfully completed and enroll in four additional
courses for the spring semester. Generally, most teachers
instmct three of the 90-minute blocks and use the fourth
block for planning. The basic model is illustrated in
figure 1.
Basic 4 by 4 Scheduling Program
(8 Courses)
Semester 1 Semester 2
1
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Course 4 Course 8
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Fig. 1. Basic 4 by 4 Scheduling Program (8 Courses)
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statement of the Problem
Increasingly, in the United States, there is no
typical high school schedule (Canady and Rettig 1995). It
has repeatedly been reported in the literature that the
traditional schedule did not support many of the changes
that needed to be made in high schools across the country;
in fact, it was often lamented that the schedule was the
problem (Canady and Rettig 1995). Calwelti (1994) has
identified a number of benefits of extended block sched¬
uling. These include longer class periods enabling teachers
to use a variety of instructional approaches, fewer class
changes, extended opportunities for project work, and less
time wasted. Ultimately, the goal of a block scheduling
model such as the four-by-four must be to act as a catalyst
for the improvement of school climate, attendance, and
instructional practices so that student achievement will
increase.
In addition to advantages, the proponents of
extended block scheduling concede that a number of problems
may occur when the extended scheduling model is inplemented.
First, teachers may not use the extended instructional time
effectively. Inservice training will be necessary to enable
teachers to use varied teaching techniques, student proj¬
ects, and interdisciplinary learning in order to take full
advantage of the extended instructional time. Also, because
students will take fewer courses, they will encounter
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problems if they have a heavy load of "academic courses"
which require a great deal of homework (Canady and Rettig
1995).
Another potential problem involves student retention
of learning. In the four-by-four block scheduling program,
a student could take Algebra I during the first semester of
ninth grade and not have another mathematics course until
the first semester of tenth grade. Canady and Rettig (1995)
have reported that teachers in Frederick, Maryland, did not
find a significant difference between the learning retention
of students who had just recently completed a prerequisite
and other students with greater time lapses between courses.
Other studies have indicated that retention over time was
greatly affected by the degree of original learning: the
better students learn material in the first place, the more
likely they are to retain it (Semb, Ellis, and Araujo 1993).
Although there is evidence that time away from a
subject does not cause significant loss of learning, reten¬
tion of learning will undoubtedly be a concern in Georgia
schools. The Georgia High School Graduation Tests, which
all students must pass in order to graduate, are given in
March to students in their eleventh-grade year. Students
who take social studies, science, mathematics, and English
during the first semester and are not scheduled for one or
more of those courses second semester will potentially miss
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the intensive month-long review which has become a near-
traditional ritual in preparation for the tests, particu¬
larly in schools with low passing rates.
Although the four-by-four scheduling model in Georgia
schools may have advantages, its implementation also raises
a number of issues and problems. First, teachers must be
willing to adapt to the model by restructuring their teach¬
ing strategies. Appropriate inservice programs must be
implemented to train teachers to deal with the extended and
concentrated block of teaching time so that additional time
will be effectively utilized by learners. Also, student
retention of learning is a significant factor in determining
whether or not the scheduling model will be beneficial to
learners. Retention rates may affect test scores on the
Georgia High School Graduation Tests, which will ultimately
affect the graduation rates of Georgia schools. This study
attempted to address these issues by analyzing not only
teacher and administrator perceptions of school climate and
time on task but also student test scores and attendance
rates.
Significance of the Study
As we approach the twenty-first century, the call
for restructuring United States high schools is a dominant
trend. The call for restructuring schools itt^lies that we
can no longer afford to rely on the educational structure
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developed by our forefathers as the only model that should
be used to educate today's youth. However, the changes that
are iir^lemented must be examined with care to ensure that we
do not eliminate the elements of an older model which may
still have some value for our society. School restructuring
involves changes in curriculum, budgeting, management, and
many other elements. Scheduling is only one aspect of the
total paradigm called restructuring; but, because scheduling
patterns can have an important impact on schools, students,
and communities, educators must carefully examine the impact
of various scheduling models.
Boyer (1983) stated that scheduling is the manage¬
ment of time in such a way that students, teachers and
programs of study are brought together in some sensible
organized and feasible manner. Canady (1993) defined
scheduling as a program and time design bringing students,
teachers, curriculum, materials, and space into a systematic
arrangement for the purpose of creating an optimal learning
climate. This definition indicates that the major goal of
the scheduling process is to facilitate the functioning of
the entire school program. This study recognizes that the
schedule is a catalyst, a facilitator for broad goals and
objectives. If a school does not have a philosophy, a well-
trained staff, and/or a viable curricular model, no schedule
will work to improve student achievement; the schedule does
not function in isolation to force school improvements.
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The scheduling model, four-by-four block, which is
being used with increasing frequency in Georgia may be found
under different names in other parts of the country: the
4-4, 4+4, 2X4, 4X4, semester block, extended block, etc.
With four classes per semester, two semesters per year, and
four years of high school, a more accurate descriptor would
be 4X2X4. But for some reason the misnomer four-by-four
(4X4) seems to be gaining acceptance (Canady 1993). What¬
ever it may be called, the four-by-four model will have an
impact, and the intent of this study was to begin to deter¬
mine the impact it is having in some randomly selected
Georgia high schools.
This study has many implications for further study.
For example, if the four-by-four model is working in various
schools and not working in others, what are the variables
(trained staff, school philosophy, curricular model, etc.)
that help determine its success or failure? Because
implementation of the four-by-four model is so current to
Georgia, the perceptions of those educators immediately
involved in its implementation are crucial. Is the model
gaining acceptance? If so, why? If not, why? Is student
achievement improving? If so, why? If not, why? The same
questions apply to student attendance. This study was
designed to present data on how students are achieving and
coming to school and how educators perceive the model.
Hopefully, the findings from this study will generate a
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desire among administrators, teachers, and educational
researchers to further explore the variables that are
responsible for the scheduling model's successes or fail¬
ures. Hopefully, it will also provide administrators and
school staffs that are currently considering restructuring
their schedules with data on which to base their decisions.
The findings and study can also serve as a foundation for a
broader study of high schools iit^lementing a similar
instructional time block schedule across the United States.
Research Questions
The research questions for this study were:
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of the
four-by-four block scheduling program as perceived by admin¬
istrators and teachers?
2. Does the use of a four-by-four block scheduling
program have a positive or negative impact on the school
climate as perceived by teachers and administrators?
3. Does the use of a four-by-four block scheduling
program increase time on task as perceived by teachers and
administrators?
4. What is the relationship between a four-by-four
block scheduling program and student attendance?
5. What is the relationship between student
achievement and the four-by-four block scheduling program?
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Summary
Nationwide, schools are increasingly using modified
scheduling patterns. The impetus for change arises from
studies indicating that American students are not achieving
as well as desired in order to meet the needs of society.
In the past, few changes have occurred in respect to sched¬
uling in the American high school. Equal instructional time
has been allotted to each subject regardless of its signifi¬
cance or student need to improve achievement in core subject
areas. The master schedule of approximately fifty minutes
per class period has remained relatively unchanged over the
past fifty years. During the 1980s, studies began to show
that time was being used inefficiently and ineffectively in
American high schools. Thus, the impetus for change is
currently strong. In Georgia, beginning in August of 1996,
a total of thirty-three Georgia high schools received
waivers to inclement a four-by-four block scheduling pro¬
gram. The purpose of this study was to examine the four-by-
four scheduling program in terms of time-on-task, school
climate, student attendance rate, and student achievement.
Although there are a number of positive aspects of
scheduling methods, such as the four-by-four block, problems
may also occur. Teachers will have extended time with
students in the four-by-four block scheduling, but if this
time is not used efficiently, students will fail to achieve.
Although less time may be wasted under the four-by-four
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block scheduling program, retention of learning may become a
problem, due to the fact that students may spend as long as
a year between courses such as mathematics, science, and
language arts. This study looked at the perceptions of
administrators and teachers as well as objective data in
order to determine the reception of and student progress
under the four-by-four block scheduling program in randomly
selected Georgia high schools. This study provides data for
researchers wishing to further determine the impact of the
four-by-four block scheduling program in Georgia high
schools and across the nation.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this study was to determine the
perceptions of administrators and teachers of a four-by-four
block scheduling program currently being implemented in
fifteen randomly selected high Georgia high schools. This
study assessed perceptions of educators based on time on
task and school climate, both significant elements of
effective schools. In addition this study assessed the
inpact of the four-by-four block scheduling program on
student attendance and student achievement. Thus, the
review of related literature focuses on five areas:
(1) high school scheduling practices, (2) school climate
as a factor in effective schools, (3) time-on-task as a
factor in effective schools, (4) student attendance, and
(5) student achievement.
High School Scheduling
The rigid American high school schedule did not
always exist in its current state. Prior to 1892 and the
work of the National Education Association’s Committee of
Ten, early high schools and their predecessors, Latin
19
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Grammar Schools and Academies, showed some flexibility in
their school schedules (Gorman 1981). The report of the
Committee of Ten was the seed for the formation of the
rigidly structured high school as we know it today. Accord¬
ing to Gorman (1981) , the result was to encourage every
high school to center the work of each student upon five or
six academic areas in each of the four high school years.
With the development of the "Carnegie Unit" in the early
twentieth century, the every-day-period schedule became
standardized.
The Carnegie Foundation proposed a standard of unit
to measure high school work based on time. A total of 120
hours in one subject--meeting four or five times a week, for
40 to 60 minutes, for 36 to 40 weeks each year--earns for
the student one "unit" of high school credit. The "Carnegie
Unit" became a convenient, mechanical way to measure
academic progress throughout the country. To this day, this
bookkeeping device is the basis on which the school day and,
indeed, the entire curriculum is organized. And at some
schools, adding up Carnegie units seems to be the main
objective (Boyer 1983).
The every-day-single-period high school schedule,
which developed from the recommendations of the Committee of
Ten and the development of the Carnegie Unit, has remained
unchanged for the past seventy years, except for the addi¬
tion in some schools of an extra period or two. There was
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one attempt, however, during the 1960s and 1970s, to break
away from this lock-step format: flexible modular schedul¬
ing. Because of its similarity to the "block scheduling"
reform movement of the 1990s, a closer look at flexible
modular scheduling is warranted.
J. Lloyd Trump (1959) is credited with the original
design of the flexible modular schedule (FMS). The Trump
Plan, as it came to be known, sought to eliminate the rigid
class schedule of the traditional high school and replace
it with classroom sessions of varying lengths. Based upon
the individual subjects and the time needs for different
instructional strategies, some classes might have short
meetings of one "module" or 20 minutes, while other sub¬
jects might convene for longer periods of 40, 60, 80 or 100
minutes. For example, a biology class might meet for two
40-minute lectures, one 100-minute lab, and one 20-minute
help session weekly (Canady and Rettig 1995). Students
would spend their time in a variety of instructional
formats--large group (100 or more) , small group, and
individual study--depending on the needs of students and
subjects (Trump 1959). Trun^ also recommended frequent
regrouping of students as their instructional needs
required. During its reign in the late 1960s and early
1970s, Goldman (1983) estimated that 15 percent of American
high schools were utilizing flexible modular scheduling.
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Initially, early attempts at FMS were viewed posi¬
tively, especially by teachers and students. Based on a
composite of over two dozen studies, Goldman (1983) reported
that both teachers and students preferred flexible modular
high school schedules over traditional schedules of six or
seven single daily periods; however, parents and community
members tended to offer a greater range of opinions con¬
cerning the plan. In addition, Goldman reported that
student achievement in schools operating FMS was no better
than in traditionally scheduled schools.
Ultimately, most high schools returned to tradi¬
tional schedules, primarily because of a number of problems
with FMS--most related to student discipline (Canady and
Rettig 1995) . A popular notion of the 1960s and 1970s was
the individualization of instruction; therefore, a major
feature of FMS was the allocation of 30 to 40 percent of the
school day to unscheduled student time to be used for inde¬
pendent study and individual tutorials. The problems that
resulted from unscheduled student time were cited as the
major factor for discontinuation of FMS systems (Goldman
1983) . Another leading objection was the issue of teaching
methods and teacher training. Teachers often found it
difficult to tailor their teaching practices to the varying
lengths of time (Goldman 1983); hence, for a variety of
reasons, not the least of which was blaming scheduling and
other school innovations for all the real and imagined ills
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of education in the 1960s, most large-scale experiments with
various high school scheduling models were short-lived
(Grinsel 1989).
By the late 1980s and early 1990s the experience
of FMS had faded, and many high schools again began to
reexamine high school scheduling practices as part of the
new restructuring movement and started the innovation known
as "block scheduling" within that movement. "Block sched¬
uling" was defined as the following: At least part of the
daily schedule is organized into larger blocks of time (more
than 60 minutes, for example) to allow flexibility for
varied instructional activities (Rettig 1994). For example,
in Virginia fully 33 percent of the high schools in the
state were operating a school-wide block scheduling program
during the 1994-95 school year (Rettig 1994).
There is much evidence from the literature that many
of the programmatic changes that were encouraged during the
1990s had an impact on traditional high school scheduling.
For example, options were explored in relation to varying
the length of courses offering an increased number of elec¬
tives within a given time frame, integrating curriculum,
providing authentic learning environments, and building in
professional growth opportunities for teachers (Canady and
Rettig 1995) . According to Rettig (1994), to accommodate
many of the programmatic changes and the changing clientele
in America's high schools, alternative block scheduling
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models were designed to create a more manageable work load
and work day that was believed to be in the best interests
of both teachers and students.
It is obvious that during the 1990s, scheduling became
a major catalyst for change in the restructuring plans of
high schools across America. Attempts are being made,
however, not to repeat the mistakes of the 1960s; therefore,
the "block scheduling" models were designed primarily to
provide large blocks of time where classes meet on a con¬
sistent basis; also, there is no unscheduled (free) time
during the school day available for students.
The Four-By-Four Block Scheduling Program
In reviewing the high school models of block
scheduling being implemented during the 90s, according to
Rettig (1994), there are five basic designs: (1) the
single-period daily schedule plan; (2) the two-hour block or
"slide" schedule plan; (3) the four-by-four semester plan;
(4) the trimester, quarter on/quarter off plan; and (5) the
short-term and long-term plan. Among the intended benefits
of block scheduling, Calwelti (1994) noted the following:
1. Increases length of class periods.
2. Enables teachers to use a variety of instruc¬
tional approaches.
3. Decreases the number of class changes.
4. Saves instructional time.
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5. Limits the number of preparations for teachers.
6. Provides the opportunity for interdisciplinary
teaching.
7. Decreases the number of students taught each
day by a teacher.
8. Increases planning time for teachers.
9. Helps teachers to develop closer relationships
with their students.
10. Provides the opportunity for project work.
11. Provides additional opportunities for teachers
to help students.
Educators realize that "block scheduling" alone is
not a panacea for the many problems of the American high
school. However, a school schedule can have an enormous
impact on a school's instructional climate.
The focus of this research was on the implementation
of the four-by-four block scheduling program. In the four-
by-four (4X4) block scheduling program, the school day is
divided into four instructional blocks of approximately 90
minutes each and the school year into two semesters. During
the first semester, students are enrolled in four courses
which meet daily and yield one "unit" Carnegie credit each.
Classes and instruction, which previously had been stretched
over the course of an entire 180-day school year, is
compressed into one semester of double-block periods.
Students enroll in four additional courses during the second
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semester and, therefore, are able to earn up to eight
Carneige units in a 180-day period as compared to the tradi¬
tional six units. Usually, most teachers instruct three of
the 90-minute blocks and use the fourth block for planning.
The basic models including lunch periods are illustrated in
figures 2, 3, and 4.
Figure 2 includes four 90-minute instructional
blocks, 5 additional minutes for homeroom added to the first
block, a single lunch period of 35 minutes, and 5 minutes of
passing time at each class change. Figure 3 illustrates the
bell schedule having four 90-minute instructional blocks,
two lunch periods of 40 minutes scheduled before and after
the third block, and 5 minutes of passing time between
blocks. In figure 4, one-third of the school must break
Block III to allow for a third lunch period. Students have
class for 45 minutes, go to lunch, and then return to the
same class for an additional 45 minutes.
In addition, the implementation of the 4X4 block
sched-uling program provides the following benefits not
offered by some other block scheduling programs. Raeberk
and Beegle (1990) stated that:
1. Teachers work with fewer students during any one
semester.
2. Teachers prepare for fewer courses each day.
3. Teachers must keep records and grades for only
50 to 90 students per semester.
FOUR-BY-FOUR BLOCK SCHEDULE
{4 BLOCKS DAILY, 8 COURSES AHHUALLY; OHE LUHCH PERIOD)
Blocks Fall Semester Spring Semester
Block I
8:00-9:35 am
Course 1 Course 5
Block II
9:40-11:10 am
Course 2 Course 6
11:15 am-ll:50 pm Lunch Lunch
Block III
11:55 am-l:25 pm
Course 3 Course 7
Block IV
1:30-3:00 pm
Course 4 Course 8
Fig. 2. Four-by-Four Block Schedule
BELL SCHEDULE (FOUE-BT-FOUR BLOCK SCHEDULE;
4 BLOCKS DAILY; 8 COURSES AIHUALLY; 2 LUICH PERIODS)
8:00-9:30 an Block I
Fall-Course 1
Spring-Course 5
9:35-11:05 am Block II
Fall-Course 2
Spring-Course 6
1:10 ais-l:25 pm Course 2 Course 6












1:30-3:00 pa Block IV
Fall-Course 4
Spring-Course 8
Fig. 3. Bell Schedule
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4/4 BLOCK SCHEDULE BUILT FOE
8 COURSES (3 LUICH PERIODS; BROKER BLOCK)
Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring
Block and
Times
1/3 of School Follows
This Schedule
1/3 of School Follows
This Schedule
1/3 of School Follows
This Schedule
Block I & HR
8:00-9:35
Course 1 Course 5 Course 1 Course 5 Course 1 Course 5
Block II
9:40-11:10 am
Course 2 Course 6 Course 2 Course 6 Course 2 Course 6






















Course 4 Course 8 Course 4 Course 8 Course 4 Course 8
Fig. 4. 4/4 Block Schedule Built for Eight Courses (Three Lunch Periods, Broken Block)
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4. Students who have failed a course have an early
opportunity to retake it; thus, they can regain the gradua¬
tion pace of their peers.
5. Students have greater opportunities for accel¬
eration.
6. Students may enroll in a greater number and
variety of elective courses in comparison to traditional six
or seven period schedules.
7. Fewer textbooks are required.
Obviously, from some simple calculations, it is
technically possible for students to graduate early under
this plan. With many states requiring fewer thcin 24
Carnegie units for graduation, it would be possible for some
students to graduate in three years. In general, this is
not something being recommended; however, for specific
students with clear goals, early graduation could be an
option.
Since early graduation was not the objective of the
4X4 block scheduling program, most school systems implement¬
ing the 4X4 plan have adopted strategies to keep students
productively engaged for four years of high school. One
strategy has been to increase the local/state graduation
requirements. Most states permit localities to add on to
minimum state graduation standards. A second strategy has
been to require that certain core courses be taken each
year. For example, some school systems have required that
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twelfth-grade English and Government be taken during the
senior year. A third strategy is to use the guidance
advisement process to identify appropriate sequences for
students that preclude graduating early. A fourth strategy
has been to encourage students to participate in dual-
enrollment (high school and college courses) and/or Advanced
Placement courses. This plan allows for the potential
benefit of reducing the necessary semesters required for
graduation from college. Koepke (1995) reported that Orange
County High School in Orange, Virginia, reported a dramatic
increase in students participating in dual-enrollment
courses after the implementation of the 4 by 4 block
scheduling program.
School Climate
The school climate as conceptualized in this
research means the environment that the school creates for
learning. Climate includes factors which influence how
people relate to each other and how they get their work
done. It also includes physical facilities, such as build¬
ing and work surroundings. The climate of the school in
which students succeed provides a structured learning
environment with a strong emphasis on achievement. Decision
making is clear and consistent. In general, the atmosphere
of the quality school reflects cooperation, trust, positive¬
ness, and orderliness (Sweeney 1988).
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Brookover and Lezotte (1979) examined school social
systems and achievement and concluded that the school
climate may significantly affect learning. Their findings
revealed:
What the successful schools held in common were
teachers and principals who believed that their
students could achieve at high levels and who
accepted the responsibility for seeing that their
students' potential for high achievement become a
reality (Brookover and Lezotte 1979, 134).
Hass (1993) described twenty ways in which secondary
schools can enhance their learning climates by: (1) using
time and effort in a more businesslike, productive way to
increase orderliness and predictability; (2) improving
recognition of the value of time; (3) emphasizing excel¬
lence; and (4) creating a sense of purpose, openness, and
optimism regarding learning and living. Lezotte (1980), on
the other hand, defined school learning climate as the
norms, beliefs, and behavior practices that enhance or
impede student learning.
While there is no clear-cut definition for school
learning climate. Brewer, Ainsworth, and Wynne (1994)
stressed the importance of certain policies, practices, and
procedures which are a necessity in developing a good
climate within a given school. They suggested four major
areas in which a school should concentrate: (a) teachers
fostering positive feelings among the students regarding
their ability to learn; (b) all teachers taking responsi¬
bility for all students at all times, regardless of location
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or grade certification; (c) students and teachers recogniz¬
ing that there are certain standards of behavior which must
be maintained; and (d) designated personnel repairing any
damaged or broken equipment as quickly as possible.
In order to have a beneficial educational system, it
is important that effective schools possess a good school
learning climate. Edmonds (1981), Bloom (1976), and many
other researchers provided strong evidence that the academic
failures common in low-income and/or minority schools need
not occur. Edmonds (1981), in summarizing seven years of
effective school research, listed five characteristics
essential for a positive school learning climate in effec¬
tive schools which succeed in teaching the urban poor: (a)
strong administrative leadership, (b) student achievement
and commitment, (c) elements of a safe and orderly environ¬
ment, (d) high student expectations and frequent monitoring,
and (e) evaluation of the instructional programs. Maloy and
Seldin (1993) summarized a comparison of how teachers,
students, and parents perceived the climate of the secondary
schools in Greenfield, Massachusetts, as measured by their
responses to eight selected value statements about the
purposes of the school. The data suggested that Greenfield
students were more confident than their parents or teachers
about the ability of the school to prepare them for later
life. By contrast, parents and teachers identified consid¬
erable differences between what they wished to emphasize and
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what they believed was being emphasized. These results
suggested that the differences in teacher, parent, and
student perceptions about the purpose of the school have
important implications for the question of school effective¬
ness in Greenfield.
Kruger's (1994) study of school climate in twenty-
two secondary schools in the Puget Sound area of Washington
state defined an increased awareness of the leadership role
of the building principal and outlined the need for this
person to bring strength and vitality to the position. It
also determined a correlation between the perception of the
leader's role and the perception of the productivity and
satisfaction existing within a school, as measured by its
climate profile.
Wayson and Lasley (1994) described five factors
reported in a study conducted by the Phi Delta Kappa (PDK)
Commission on Discipline. The PDK study found it necessary
to create an environment that encourages teachers and
students to feel good about themselves and to develop and
maintain a culture conducive to learning by the following:
(1) creating student belonginess and responsibility, (2)
pursuing subordinate school goals, (3) creating symbols of
identity and excellence, (4) fostering leadership to sustain
positive school values, and (5) creating clear formal and
informal rules.
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Gottfredson and Hollifield (1994) stated that school
climate, like the climate of any other organization, deter¬
mines whether the school can achieve excellence or will
flounder ineffectively. A school with high levels of dis¬
order, low morale, and poor cooperation between teachers and
administrators cannot be a good place to learn or teach.
Such a school is bound to have a poor public image.
In a task force finding, Keefe (1995) reported that
literature about effective schooling tells us that effective
teaching practices require the support of building and dis¬
trict leaders; that successful instructional leadership at
the building level demands the creation of a physical,
intellectual, and psychological environment in which optimal
teaching and learning can occur and that the nature of this
school environment influences the ways students develop and
learn. Dudney (1996) recommended that (a) principals should
make a concerted effort to inprove communication with
teachers, (b) principals should make an effort to share
decision-making powers with teachers, (c) each principal
should develop an arsenal of tools and techniques to assess
school climate, and (d) inservice programs should be
developed which link theory to practice.
Time on Task
The phrase "time on task" describes times during the
school day when teachers and students are busy in successful
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teaching and learning activities. Time that can be used for
academic learning is reduced by noninstructional activities,
such as making announcements, collecting lunch money, taking
attendance, and taking part in recess, study hall, and non-
academic activities. Spending more time on teaching and
learning raises the likelihood that students will learn.
Stalling (1990) cited time on task as one of the
most useful variables to emerge from the research on teach¬
ing during the 1970s. Many educators are now convinced that
if students' time on task is increased, an increase in
student achievement will follow. She further stated that,
while keeping students on task may seem like a simplistic
notion, it is a rather complex undertaking, particularly in
the classroom. Teachers need to be told more than just to
allocate additional time to academic activities and to keep
students on task. They need to know how to use time effec¬
tively in a variety of activities, how to vary time with
different achievement groups, and how to support students to
keep them on task.
Walberg (1993) highlighted research done on time and
learning. He stated that throughout the twentieth century,
the amount of time invested by American students in formal
education has been increasing. Nevertheless, American
students are far behind high-achieving Asian students in
both total study time and exposure to rigorous subject
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matter. Listed below are several interesting findings of
the Walberg study:
1. U.S. students have plenty of slack time--28
hours per week by one measure--for additional formal school¬
ing, outside study, hobbies, athletics, play, and other
constructive activity.
2. Considerable evidence contradicts the common
opinion that hard, rigorous work causes psychological harm,
heart disease, and suicide, especially when that hard work
is intrinsically motivated and within reasonable limits.
3. "Productive time" is the time spent on suitable
lessons adapted to the learner--in contrast to "engaged" or
"allocated" time, which may be futile if the content or
method of instruction is inappropriate for individual
students.
4. If students at risk are not given appropriate
instruction and sufficient time, the result is the "Matthew
effect": those students who are behind at the beginning of
schooling or slow to start often learn at a slower rate;
those who begin well gain at a faster rate (the academically
rich get richer, while the academically poor fall further
behind).
5. Direct teaching and memorization can be more
time-efficient than discursive lessons and diffuse study,
especially if educational purposes are clear and explicit.
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6. Total itnmersion can produce impressive results,
but lessons and study interspersed with other activities are
more time-efficient for long-term learning than "cramming,"
"massed lessons," and "crash" courses.
7. Although factual and conceptual mastery, breadth
and depth, basic skills and higher-order thinking, and
amount and quality of instruction can be distinguished from
each other, students need "both-and" rather than "either-
or."
Goodlad (1984) suggested that individual school
staffs need to become self-conscious about the efficient use
of students' time in school, and individual teachers need to
become more aware of how class time is utilized. School-
wide surveys would help. He further suggested that teachers
might observe and record each others' use of time. Goodlad
was convinced that all schools could pick up at least two
hours each week of additional class time by aligning prac¬
tice with policy in regard to beginning and ending times for
the school day, recess, and lunch breaks. He is equally
convinced that all or almost all teachers could add 10
percent more time to instruction and learning each week
without creating undue pressures in the classroom through
shortening "opening exercises" and "clean-up" activities.
Both sets of gains would be derived by doing more quickly
and efficiently these and other things now done casually or
inefficiently. Engaging in total school and classroom
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improvement in time use could be an enjoyable collaborative
challenge for principals, teachers, and students alike.
Love (1994) stated that productive time can be
increased by adapting instruction to individual differences
and by teaching small-group and individually managed study
skills so that students themselves can concentrate more
fully on what they require. Thus, increases in allocated
and engaged time, as suggested by education reform reports
and time theorists, are generally effective; but expansion
of productive time is both effective and efficient, since it
increases accomplishments while conserving scarce human
time.
Karweit (1988) wrote that the significance of time-
on- task for educational improvement has thus far been
largely unrealized. But the failure of the research studies
to provide a basis for meaningful change in school function¬
ing is not the result of a bad idea but of misapplication.
In particular, the research results were mistakenly inter¬
preted to imply that one effective strategy for school
improvement was for schools to allocate more time.
Karweit further stated that arguments against this inter¬
pretation note schools have quite distinct patterns of time
use and that, while some schools would benefit from increas¬
ing the days in the school year, others would not use this
time any more efficiently than they use existing time.
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Student Attendance
Douglas J. Lamdin (1996) noted that school atten¬
dance is quite positively related to student performance, as
are socioeconomic status and other better known factors.
The Georgia attendance law requires all children between
the ages of seven and sixteen to attend school regularly.
Success cannot be achieved unless students are consistently
present and on time for regularly scheduled classroom learn¬
ing activities. There is no substitute for the uninter¬
rupted, personal contact between teachers and students in
the classroom environment where learning experiences are
carefully planned by the teacher. Proper school attendance
is a vital part of the educational program and is a joint
responsibility of students, parents, teachers, and adminis¬
trators . The Georgia law states that in order to be con¬
sidered in attendance, a student must be present for at
least half of the class period or attending an authorized
school activity. It is the responsibility of all students
to make up missed work for absences. A lawful absence will
occur when the absence is attributed to the reasons below,
and the student brings an excuse note to school within a set
number of days after returning to school. Otherwise, that
absence will be coded unlawful. Reasons for lawful absences
are as follows: (1) illness or injury; (2) quarantine;
(3) death in the immediate family; (4) medical or dental
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appointments; (5) court proceedings; (6) religious obser¬
vances, with prior approval required; (7) education oppor¬
tunity, with prior approval required.
Student Achievement
Reading
Frager and Hahn (1988) stated that if the 1960s and
1970s were the years that reading educators discovered that
comprehension was really being tested, not taught, and the
"Great Debate" between phonics and whole-word instruction
didn't matter much anyway, then what have we learned in the
1980s? According to the authors, many things contributed to
quantum increase in the amount and sophistication of reading
research as well as some implied instructional practices in
four areas, including direct teacher explanation, reading¬
writing connection, top-level text structure, and main idea
identification.
Brown and Briggs (1994) asserted that reading and
writing relationships must be reinforced in classroom
methodology and offered seven guidelines for connecting
reading and writing in children's literacy development.
Shanahan (1996), noting that recommendations for integrating
reading and writing often fail to provide adequate specific
suggestions, proposed seven instructional principles based
upon research on the reading-writing relationship and sug¬
gested specific techniques for each principle. Tierney
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(1995) discussed two facets of reading-writing relation¬
ships: (1) the processes underlying reading and writing,
and (2) the communicative contexts influencing reading and
writing, including the influence of reading upon writing and
writing upon reading.
Wilson (1996) showed how teaching mathematics helps
in teaching reading sequence skills. He supported the
notion that students who can write a mathematical sentence,
reconstructing the series of events in a verbal problem, can
transfer those skills to develop the reading skill of time-
order sequence.
Brookes (1993, 252) supported the argument that
reading and writing ought to be taught together "so closely
that students can't tell where one leaves off and the other
begins" and sought to persuade the reluctant teacher by
(1) giving reasons for interweaving composition and litera¬
ture seamlessly and (2) outlining one procedure for doing
so. McCabe (1995) identified noninstructional conditions
leading to semiliterate high school graduates, including the
inaccessibility of books, lack of time to read, lack of
readers as role models, and barriers within the curriculum
and school structure. McCabe argued that educational
reforms emphasizing only instruction are unlikely to change
these conditions. Hahn (1994) reviewed the research sup¬
porting two views of reading instruction: (1) that learn¬
ing occurs through social interaction with an expert and
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(2) that students should be put in control of their own
learning.
Mosenthal (1996) discussed research methodology in
general and suggested ways of identifying what is and is not
known in the field of reading. He pointed out that reading
research has not yet investigated how adults and children
read nonschool materials in nonschool settings.
Beentjes and Van Der Door (1996) reported that tele¬
vision's relation to reading achievement is complex: the
magnitude and direction of the relation are influenced by a
number of conditions. They further stated that heavy
viewers, socially advantaged children, and intelligent
children tend to be most vulnerable to television's inhibi¬
tion effect. In addition, the relation is sensitive to the
type of television content watched.
Scales (1993) stated that although cognitive style
affects test results, students of various cognitive styles
are expected to perform equally well on standardized tests.
Informal tests seem to be better for both impulsive and
reflective style students. Perhaps a combination of stan¬
dardized and informal testing is appropriate for making
educational decisions about students.
Mathematics
Fennema and Carpenter (1991) reported sex-related
differences that were found in the second mathematics
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assessment of the National Assessment of Educational
Progress. They further reported that, while the mathematics
assessment results documented the problem of sex-related
differences in mathematics more precisely than has been done
before, the results offered little help in identifying the
causes of these differences which could lead to effective
intervention procedures.
Brown et al. (1996) suggested that secondary school
students seem to have reasonably good procedural knowledge
in such areas of mathematics as rational number probability,
measurement, and data organization interpretation. They
further suggested that students are lacking the conceptual
knowledge to successfully do the assessment items on
application, problem solving, and reasoning.
Davison and Pearce (1995) presented writing activ¬
ities appropriate in the mathematics classroom in the given
categories of direct use language, linguistic translation,
summarizing, applied use of language, and creative use of
language. Bain (1993) discussed the advantages of group
work in mathematics classes and raised questions about
appropriate assessment of such group work. Chiappelli
(1992) suggested strategies for improving mathematics educa¬
tion by including the use of such cognitive strategies as
advanced organizers and active internal processing.
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Summary
The review of the literature suggested that effec¬
tive schools do not "just happen." Further review suggested
that administrators should examine how other schools have
changed and been creative in making changes which fit their
specific school community, staff, and students. Administra¬
tors should be proactive and insist on improvement.
Many efforts have come to the forefront in the
ongoing development of effective schools. Administrators,
teachers, and school systems have proposed and begun
numerous strategies, some of which include several models
and techniques of schedule designs that have been imple¬
mented, discarded, or modified over the years. Further
review revealed that scheduling is a major determinant of
the school program. The development of the school schedule
is considered by many to be one of the most important
responsibilities of administrators; their ability to con¬
ceptualize, organize, and carry out detailed planning is
most visible. A properly developed and implemented
four-by-four block scheduling model will strongly support
the instructional and curricular programs in the school. On
the other hand, if poorly developed and/or implemented, the
schedule will be a roadblock to a balanced curriculum and
instructional flexibility. The basic intent of any school
schedule is to bring together people, materials, and
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curriculum at a designated time and place for the purpose of
improving the instructional program.
Research supports the fact that schools can be
effective in producing high student achievement. Effective
classrooms, student attendance, and achievement on standard¬
ized tests are linked to the amount of time a student
actively works on academic content (time on task) and to
strong administrative leadership. Further, administrators
and teachers must work to structure an organization that
will create a positive school learning climate.
CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This chapter describes the theoretical framework
of the research. The definitions of all variables are
discussed and research hypotheses are presented. The
purpose of this study is to: (1) investigate administra¬
tors' and teachers' perceptions of the four-by-four block
scheduling program; (2) determine the difference between
administrators' and teachers' views on school climate and
time on task in the context of the four-by-four block
scheduling program; (3) determine the difference between
student attendance in 1996 under the traditional one-hour
block schedule and student attendance in 1997 under the
four-by-four block scheduling program; and (4) determine
the difference between student achievement in reading and
mathematics in 1996 as conpared to student achievement in
those two skills in 1997 under the four-by-four block
scheduling program.
The traditional six- or seven-period schedule found
in most American high schools is being subjected to intense
scrutiny. Structures and schedules that were once thought
to be unchangeable are beginning to undergo revision for the
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sake of irt^rovement, reform, and restructuring. According
to Canady and Rettig (1995), we must view a high school
schedule, not simply as a barrier blocking the path to high
school improvement, but as an untapped resource that can be
drawn on to solve problems and implement needed programs.
Thus, the goal of this study was to investigate the percep¬
tions related to the implementation of a nontraditional
scheduling program in a selected group of Georgia high
schools.
Relationships Among Variables
The predicted relationship among the independent
variables (traditional six-period scheduling program and a
four-by-four block scheduling program) and the dependent
variables (school climate, time on task, and student atten¬
dance) is clearly presented and explained- Figure 5 is a
diagram of how these variables impact upon each other.
The independent variables are two types of high
school scheduling models: (1) the traditional six-period-
a-day scheduling program and (2) the four-by-four block
scheduling program. The dependent variables are: (1)
attitudes of administrators toward school climate, (2)
attitudes of teachers toward school climate, (3) attitudes
of administrators toward time on task, (4) attitudes of
teachers toward time on task, (5) student attendance and,
(6) student achievement.
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Fig. 5. Relationship Among the Varicibles
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Definition of Terms
For the purposes of this study, the following terms
are defined.
Administrators: The person(s) most responsible for
the on-site, ongoing daily operations, supervision, and
management of high school and staff (principals, assistant
principals, registrar, counselors, media specialists, voca¬
tional supervisors) (staff not in the classroom).
Teachers: The person(s) most responsible for the
day-to-day instruction of the students (staff in classroom).
Traditional scheduling program: A schedule that
traditionally has been the standard time for courses in
Georgia's high school and is designed for students to change
classes every hour for six periods each day. However, there
are some exceptions which allow some flexibility in schedul¬
ing vocational education and other special courses where a
longer block of time is required.
Perceptions of scheduling: Mean scores obtained
from the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block Schedule
Questionnaire.
Four-by-four block scheduling program: A schedule
designed for high school students where the school day is
divided into four instructional blocks of approximately 90
minutes each. Students receive one credit unit (Carnegie
unit) for each course successfully completed. There are two
semesters, each consisting of four courses, for a total of
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eight courses in 180 days (traditional length of the regular
school year).
School learning climate; The school learning
climate as conceptualized in this research means any phase
of the school social system that is related to the level of
student learning and achievement. It is characterized by
the degrees to which schools are effective in providing
expected learning outcomes of all students.
Time on task: Time on task as conceptualized in
this research means times during the school day when
teachers and students are engaged in teaching and learning.
Student attendance: Number of days the students
were in attendance in school for the academic school year
1995-96 and the academic school year 1996-97 (repotted in
percentages).
Student achievement: The reading and mathematics
achievement of students in Grade 11 are assessed in March of
each year using the Georgia High School Graduation Tests.
The reading test is designed to measure students' competence
in reading for information both in secondary school subjects
and in meeting common, everyday social requirements. The
primary purpose of the mathematics test is to assess
students' competence in the use of mathematical knowledge




The hypotheses were stated in the null form for
statistical purposes.
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
teachers toward a traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
program and a four-by-four block scheduling program, as
measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block
Schedule Questionnaire.
Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators toward a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program and a four-by-four block scheduling
program, as measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher
Time Block Schedule Questionnaire.
Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers toward school learning climate
as measured by the School Climate Characteristics of the
Illinois Quality School Index (IQSI).
Hypothesis 4. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers of time on task as measured by
the Time on Task Characteristics of the IQSI.
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference
between the 1995-96 attendance of a selected group of high
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school students who followed a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program the 1996-97 attendance of students who
followed a four-by-four block scheduling model, as measured
by the end-of-year attendance percentage reports.
Hypothesis 6. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 reading achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a tradi¬
tional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
reading achievement test scores of students who follow a
four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 mathematics achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a
traditional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
mathematics achievement test scores of students who followed
a four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
Summary
This chapter has provided the theoretical and con¬
ceptual framework for the study. The independent variables,
dependent variables, and terms were defined and the null
hypotheses were stated. The next chapter explains the
research design and methodology that was used in conducting
the study.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This Study sought to determine the differences made
by the implementation of a four-by-four block scheduling
program in some selected high schools in Georgia. The focus
of the research was on the following: (1) teachers' and
administrators' perceptions of the four-by-four scheduling
program as compared to a traditional six-period-day instiruc-
tional time block schedule; (2) differences between adminis¬
trators ' and teachers' views on school climate and time on
task in the context of the four-by-four scheduling program;
(3) differences between student attendance in 1996 under the
traditional six-period-day instructional time block schedule
and student attendance in 1997 under the four-by-four block
scheduling program; and (4) differences between student
achievement in reading and mathematics in 1996 as compared
to student achievement in those two skills in 1997 under the
four-by-four block scheduling program.
Research Design
This research was descriptive in nature and quanti¬
tative in design. The research design for this study
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complies with survey study techniques. This design is
appropriate for the acquisition of data sought for the
study. According to Gall, Borg, and Gall (1996), descrip¬
tive research is a type of quantitative research that
involves making careful descriptions of educational phenom¬
ena as they exist. Descriptive studies are concerned
primarily with determining "what is." In this study, the
perceptions of high school administrators and teachers
toward the four-by-four block scheduling program being
implemented in their high schools were examined.
Description of the Setting
Data obtained from the Georgia Department of Educa¬
tion in September, 1996, indicated that there were thirty-
three high schools in the state of Georgia that were granted
waivers to implement the four-by-four block scheduling model
during the 1996-97 school year. Three of the thirty-three
high schools were not considered in this study because the
1996-97 school year was the second year of this waiver. The
thirty remaining high schools are categorized as follows:
eight size 1-A schools (student population 500 or less) ;
twelve size 2-AA schools (student population of 501-1,000);
six size 3-AAA schools (student population of 1,001-1,500);
and four size 4-AAAA schools (student population of 1,501 or
above). Table 1 shows a listing of these schools.
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Table 1.--Four-by-Four Block Scheduling Program in Selected
Georgia High Schools








North Forsyth High School
Pelham County High School
Berrien County High School
Cook County High School
Early County High School
East Laurens High School
Haralson County High School
LaFayette High School
Mitchell-Baker High School
South Forsyth High School
West Laurens High School
White County High School
3-AAA Schools 4-AAAA Schools
Alexander High School
Douglas County High School
Johnson County High School
Lamar County Comprehensive
North Springs High School
Ridgeland High School
Stephens Senior High School
Cairo High School
Cass High School
Hambersham Central High School
Lithia Springs High School
The working population (for this study) in these
schools consisted of certified administrators and teachers
who have met the local and state requirements. These thirty
high schools span the entire state (see figure 6). Anonym¬
ity of the administrators' and teachers' responses was
adhered to in this study.
Sampling Procedures
Out of the 181 school districts in Georgia, thirty
high schools received permission from the Georgia Department
of Education to implement the four-by-four scheduling block
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1. Adairsville High School 12 Habersham Central High School 22. McIntosh Academy
2. Alexander High School 13. Haralson County High School 23. North Forsyth High School
3. Berrien High School 14. Johnson County High School 24. North Springs High School
4. Cairo High School 15. LaFayette High School 25. Pelham High School
5. Cass High School 16. Lamar County 26. Rkjgeland High School
6. Cook High School Comprehensive High 27. South Forsyth High School
7. Decatur High School 17. Lanier County High School 28. Stephens Sr. High School
8. Douglas County High School 18. Lincoln County High School 29. West Laurens High School
9. Early County High School 19. Lithia Springs High School 30. White County High School
10. East Laurens High School 20. Manchester High School
11. Greenville High School 21. Mitchell-Baker High School
Fig. 6. Georgia High Schools That Implemented the Four-by-
Four Scheduling Program.
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program for the 1997 school year. This was the first year
of implementation for the program in these schools. Fifteen
high schools were randomly selected out of the thirty high
schools for this study. No specific criteria or restric¬
tions were used in choosing any of the sample schools; the
only demographic information used was school size based on
student population. From each state size categorization
(1-A, 2-AA, 3-AAA, and 4-AAAA), half of the schools were
selected randomly for a total of fifteen schools (see
figure 7).
Working with Human Subjects
The Illinois Quality Schools Index (IQSI) and the
Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block Schedule Question¬
naire (CATQ) were completed by administrators and teachers
in fifteen of the thirty selected high schools across the
state of Georgia. A letter was mailed with the IQSI and the
CATQ to each principal to distribute to the administrators
and teachers at each school. The content of the letter
explained the purpose of the research and what the IQSI and
CATQ were designed to assess. Participants were told that
anonymity and confidentiality would be used. No information
was used to evaluate the school or personnel at the school.
The information was used only for the purpose of research.
Teachers and administrators agreeing to participate were
given questionnaires by the principal of each school with
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A AA AAA AAAA
1. Adairsmile High School 5. Cook High School 11. Mexander High School 14. Cass High School
2. Lanier County High School 6. East Laurens High School 12. North Springs High School 15. LHhia Springs
3. McIntosh Academy 7. LaPoyette High School 13. Ridgeland High School High School
4. Pelham High School 8. Mitchell'BakerHigh School
9. South Forsyth High School
10. White County High School
Fig. 7. Location of the Fifteen Randomly Selected Georgia
High Schools That Irtplemented the Four-by-Four Scheduling
Program and Were Selected for the Study.
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directions for completing the two instruments. The prin¬
cipal was asked to return all questionnaires within a period
of two weeks (see appendix F).
Description of the Instruments
The researcher utilized two instruments to collect
data for this study: (1) the School Climate and Time on
Task Characteristics of the Illinois Quality Schools Index
(1984), and (2) the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block
Schedule Questionnaire. This study was based on the premise
that a direct relationship exists between the implementation
of a four-by-four block scheduling program and the impact on
the school climate, time on task, student attendance, and
student achievement. Additionally, these instruments were
used to compare the perceptions of administrators and
teachers regarding the impact of the implementation of the
four-by-four block scheduling model in some selected Georgia
high schools.
The Illinois Quality Schools Index was developed
through the Illinois Department of Regional Services. The
IQSI characteristics of effective schools are: (1) Leader¬
ship, (2) Mission, (3) Expectations, (4) Time on Task,
(5) Monitoring, (6) Learning Climate, (7) Basic Skills, and
(8) Parent/Community Participation. The IQSI instrument is
based on eight general characteristics of effective schools
most frequently mentioned in studies and literature.
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This study used two of these characteristics, Time
on Task and Learning Climate. Time on Task is the phrase
used to describe the time during the school day when
teachers and students are busy in successful teaching and
learning activities. Time that can be used for academic
learning is cut down by noninstructional activities such as
making announcements, collecting lunch money, taking atten¬
dance, assembly programs, study hall, and nonacademic
classes. Spending more time on teaching and learning raises
the likelihood that students will learn.
The learning climate is the environment that the
school creates for learning to take place. The learning
climate includes factors which influence how people relate
to each other and how they get the work done. It also
includes physical facilities, such as building and work
surroundings. The learning climate in which students
succeed provides a structured learning environment with a
strong eir^jhasis on achievement. The decision-making process
is shared, clear, and consistent. People know what is
expected of them and perform their duties. In general, the
learning climate is the atmosphere of the quality school
that reflects cooperation, trust, possessiveness, and
orderliness.
The Time on Task characteristics section asks
seventeen questions. The learning climate characteristics
section asks twenty-three questions. Four Likert-type
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categories were set with the following possible responses:
strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree.
A review of the literature including sources such as
Mental Measurements Yearbook and Tests in Print, pxiblica-
tions designed to aid the researcher in location of tests in
particular fields and to provide information on specific
tests, revealed that no instruments had been designed or
used that would measure specifically that which was intended
to be measured in this study. Therefore, an instrument was
developed.
The Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block Schedule
Questionnaire was developed for the purpose of testing
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 of this study. This question¬
naire was designed with four possible responses to each
statement: strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly
disagree. The four positions were given single weights of
4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively, for scoring purposes.
The CATQ included seventeen statements to address
attitudes toward school and the time block scheduling pro¬
cess. Borg and Gall (1979) stated that a questionnaire
designed to measure attitudes must be constructed as an
attitude scale and must contain at least ten items in
order to obtain an accurate picture of the attitude being
measured.
A draft of this instrument was read, examined, and
critiqued by members of the dissertation committee and by
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metnbers of the Educational Leadership Department at Clark
Atlanta University. The instrument was revised, incorporat¬
ing the suggestions of these advisors. Additionally, the
instrument was submitted to a validation team composed of
six members at G. W. Carver High School (Atlanta Public
Schools), who agreed to participate but were not included in
the formal study. This validation team (four teachers and
two administrators) was asked to read and analyze the
instruments, making any suggestions or criticism they felt
appropriate. The instrument was again revised to reflect
the input of the validation team. Upon completion of the
instrument revision, the final instrument was prepared for
distribution to the sample population.
Data Collection Procedures
In each of the selected schools, each member of the
administrative, support, and teaching staff was asked to
voluntarily respond to two surveys. The surveys were sent
to the principals, who were asked to distribute, collect,
and return them. The principal of each school was asked to
monitor the distribution and collection of the question¬
naires. Teachers, counselors, and administrators at each
school were encouraged to participate and asked to complete
the following two instruments: (1) the School Climate and
Time on Task characteristics of the IQSI and (2) the Creecy
Administrator/Teacher Time Block Schedule Questionnaire.
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Only group data were reported, not individual or school
data.
The cover letter sent to each principal asked that
all questionnaires be mailed to the researcher within a
fourteen-day period. Questionnaires were analyzed using the
SPSS 6.1 for Windows statistical computer program.
The CATQ instrument was mailed to 450 teachers and
105 administrators. There were 242 teacher respondents and
47 administrator respondents, or a 52 percent return rate.
The IQSI instrument was mailed to 450 teachers and 105
adminis-trators. There were 47 administrators and 180
teacher respondents to the section regarding School Climate
and 46 administrators and 150 teachers respondents to the
section regarding Time on Task. Forty-one percent of the
subjects responded to the survey on school climate, and 35
percent of the subjects responded to items related to time
on task.
Statistical Procedures
A t test and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
were used to analyze the data. Ary (1985) stated that the
nonindependent t test is used to match the subjects on some
qualities that are important to the purpose of the study or
to compare the means obtained by the same group under two
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different conditions. This statistical method was appro¬
priate because of the researcher's interest in measuring the
difference between the following paired scores: teachers'
perceptions of the four-by-four block scheduling program and
the traditional six-period-a-day instructional time block
schedule (Hypothesis 1) and administrators' perceptions of
the four-by-four block scheduling program and the tradi¬
tional six-period-a-day instructional time block scheduling
program (Hypothesis 2).
The researcher utilized the one-way analysis of
variance to analyze Hypotheses 3 and 4, This statistical
method was appropriate because the interest was to measure
the difference between two independent means: the adminis¬
trators' and teachers' perceptions of school learning
climate (Hypothesis 3) and the administrators' and teachers'
perceptions of time on task (Hypothesis 4),
Finally, the t test was used to examine the high
school students' attendance percentage, reading scores,
and math scores (Hypotheses 5, 6, and 7) for 1995-96 and
1996-97. The difference between the mean scores was tested
at the .05 level of significance.
Sutimary
In this chapter the research method: (a) compared
high school administrators' and teachers' perceptions of
the four-by-four block schedule program and the traditional
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six-period-a-day instructional schedule program; (b) deter¬
mined the difference between administrators' and teachers'
views on school climate and time on task in the context
of the four-by-four block scheduling program; and (c)
determined the differences between student attendance and
achievement during 1995-96 under the traditional six-period-
a-day schedule program and student attendance and achieve¬
ment during 1996-97 under the four-by-four block schedule
program. The population for this study consisted of
teachers and administrators in fifteen randomly selected
high schools across the state of Georgia. Two instruments
were utilized to collect data for this study: (1) the
School Climate and Time on Task characteristics of the IQSI;
and (2) the Creecy Teacher/Administrator Time Block Schedule
Questionnaire. Student attendance is assessed every twenty
school days, twice a year, through the FTE count (Frequency
Time Equivalent), which is reported to the Georgia Depart¬
ment of Education, and recorded in percentages at the end of
the school year.
The research was guided by seven hypotheses. The
descriptive research approach was used to analyze the data
by the use of the t test and one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA).
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This Chapter presents the data obtained from
responses by administrators and teachers of fifteen randomly
selected Georgia high schools implementing the four-by-four
block scheduling program. Additionally, the study examined
the influence of this scheduling model on student attendance
and achievement.
The researcher utilized two instruments to collect
data for this study: (1) the School Climate and Time on
Task Characteristics of the Illinois Quality School Index
(IQSI) (1984), and (2) the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time
Block Schedule Questionnaire (CATQ). Both instruments
utilized in this study consist of Likert-type items. Each
item had four categories of responses: strongly agree,
agree, disagree, and strongly disagree, represented by the
rankings of 1 to 4, The given means for the data were
interpreted as follows: 1,00 to 1.49 = strongly disagree,
1.50 to 2.49 = disagree, 2.50 to 3.49 = agree, and 3.50 to
4.00 = strongly agree.
The t-test was used to analyze the data for
Hypotheses 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7, while a one-way analysis of
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variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the data for Hypotheses
3 and 4. Both analyses were performed at the 0.05 level of
significance.
In determining the success of the inclementation of
the four-by-four block scheduling program in some selected
Georgia high schools, this study sought to answer the seven
null hypotheses which also reflect the research questions
posed.
Testing The Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
teachers toward a traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
program and a four-by-four block scheduling program, as
measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block
Schedule Questionnaire.
Items 1, 8, 9, 13, 15, and 17 requested teachers'
responses on the four-by-four block scheduling program;
Items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, and 16 requested teachers'
responses on the traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
program; Items 10, 11, and 12 were considered to be neutral
items and were not scored. The data pertaining to the
variable of teachers' perceptions toward the different
scheduling programs in selected Georgia high schools are
presented in table 2.
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Table 2.--i.-Test Comparing Perceptions of Teachers Toward
the Four-by-Four Block Scheduling Program and the Tradi¬







Block 242 3.0310 0.354
Six Periods
a Day 242 2.0460 0.458
22.18
Note: Significant at .05; critical value = 1.645.
Since the obtained t-test value of 22.18 was greater
than the critical value of 1.645, the obtained difference
was significant at the 0.05 level, and the hypothesis was
rejected. Further, the analyzed data indicated that
teachers preferred the newly implemented four-by-four block
scheduling program over their previously traditional six-
period-a-day scheduling program, as measured by the Creecy
Administrator/Teacher Time Block Schedule Questionnaire.
When the teachers' mean scores were compared, they
demonstrated a significantly higher preference for the four-
by-four block scheduling program. The four-by-four mean
score of 3.0310 fell in the range of 2.50 to 3.49 on the
Likert scale, indicating that the teachers agree with the
inclementat ion of this scheduling program. The teachers
gave the traditional six-period-a-day scheduling program a
2.0460 mean score; this mean fell in the range of 1.59 to
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2.49 on the Likert scale, indicating that teachers do not
prefer or disagree with the traditional scheduling program.
Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators toward a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program and a four-by-four block scheduling
program, as measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher
Time Block Schedule Questionnaire.
Items 18, 25, 26, 30, 33, and 35 requested the
administrators' responses on the four-by-four block
scheduling program; Items 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 34
requested the administrators' responses on the traditional
six-period-a-day scheduling program; Items 27, 28, and 29
were considered to be neutral items and were not scored.
The thirteen items scored had reference to Hypothesis 2.
The data pertaining to the variable of perceptions of
administrators toward two different scheduling programs in
select Georgia high school are presented in table 3.
Since the obtained t-test value of 3.61 was greater
than the critical value of 1.684, the obtained difference
was significant at the 0.05 level; therefore, the hypothesis
was rejected. These data indicated that administrators
preferred the newly implemented four-by-four block schedul¬
ing program over the traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
method, as measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time
Block Schedule Questionnaire.
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Table 3.--t-Test Comparing Perceptions of Administrators
Toward the Four-by-Four Block Scheduling Program and the
Traditional Six-Period-a-Day Scheduling Program
No. of Standard
Variable Administrators Mean Deviation Jt-Value
Four-by-Four
Block 47 2.8475 0.322
Six Periods
a Day 47 2.5878 0.346
3.61*
Note: Significant at .05; critical value = 1.684.
The mean scores obtained for both scheduling
programs, as perceived by the high school administrators,
were very close. The four-by-four scheduling program mean
score was 2.8475, and the traditional six-period-a-day mean
score was 2.5878; both fall in the range of 2.50 to 3.49 on
the Likert scale, indicating that the administrators agree
with both scheduling programs and do not necessarily have a
preference.
Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers toward school learning climate
as measured by the School Climate Characteristics of the
Illinois Quality School Index (IQSI).
Items 1 through 23 requested the administrators' and
teachers' responses on school climate. The twenty-three
items had relevance to Hypothesis 3. The means and standard
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deviations pertaining to the variable, perceptions of admin¬
istrators and teachers toward the school learning climate
in some selected Georgia high schools, are presented in
table 4.
Table 4.--Means of Perceptions of Administrators and




Administrators 47 3.4329 0.3986
Teachers 180 3.2978 0.4085
Total 227 3.3258 0.4093
The administrators' mean score of 3.4329 and the
teachers' mean score of 3.2978, both on the Likert scale,
fall in the range 2.50 to 3.49, indicating that the teachers
and administrators agree on the school learning climate at
the selected Georgia high schools implementing the four-
by-four block scheduling program. Both teachers' and
administrators' responses fell in the same response range.
However, administrators' perceptions of school learning
climate are significantly higher than teachers' perceptions.
The results of the one-way analysis of variance are
presented in table 5. The £ ratio (4.1172) was significant
at the .05 level; because the critical value (3.88) is less
than the £ ratio, the hypothesis was rejected. Further
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Table 5.--One-Way Analysis of Variance Comparing Perceptions









Between Groups 1 0.6803 0.6803 4.1172
Within Groups 225 37.1774 0.1652
Total 226 37.8577
Note: Significant at .05. Critical value = 3.88.
examination of the table, however, indicates that adminis¬
trators and teachers perceive the school learning climate
similarly.
Hypothesis 4. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers of time on task as measured by
the Time on Task Characteristics of the IQSI.
Items 24 through 40 requested administrators' and
teachers' responses on time on task. The items had rele¬
vance to Hypothesis 4. Table 6 presents the means and
standard deviations pertaining to the variable of percep¬
tions of administrators and teachers toward time on task in
some selected Georgia high schools.
The administrators' mean score of 3.4297 and the
teachers' mean score of 3.2443, both on the Likert scale,
fall in the range 2.50 to 3.49, indicating that the teachers
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Table 6.--Means of Perceptions of Administrators and




Administrators 46 3.4297 0.4035
Teachers 150 3.2443 0.3590
Total 196 3.2878 0.3772
and administrators agree on the time on task characteristic
at the selected Georgia high schools implementing the four-
by-four block scheduling program. Both teachers' and
administrators' responses fell in the same response range.
However administrators' perceptions of school time on task
are significantly higher than teachers' perceptions. The
difference is statistically significant.
The results of the one-way analysis of variance are
presented in table 7, The F ratio (8.8442) was significant
at the .05 level. Because the critical value (3.89) is less
than the £ ratio, the hypothesis was rejected. Further
examination of the table, however, indicated that adminis¬
trators and teachers perceive the school learning climate
similarly.
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference
between the 1995-96 attendance of a selected group of high
school students who followed a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program the 1996-97 attendance of students who
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Table 7.--One-Way Analysis of Variance Comparing Perceptions








Between Groups 1 1.2095 1.2095 8.8442
Within Groups 194 26.5301 0.1368
Total 195 27.7396
Note: Significant at .05. Critical value = 3.89.
followed a four-by-four block scheduling model, as measured
by the end-of-year attendance percentage reports.
The data pertaining to the variables of student
attendance for 1996 and 1997 in some selected Georgia high
schools are presented in table 8. Because the obtained
t-test value of -0.31 was not greater than the critical
value of 1.761, the obtained difference was not significant
at the .05 level; therefore, the hypothesis was accepted.




Number Mean Deviation t-Value
1995-96 Student
Attendance 15 89.1333 5.290
1996-97 Student
Attendance 15 89.8000 5.659
Note: Not significant at .05; critical value = 1.761.
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Analyzed data revealed that the mean for 1996 atten¬
dance, 89.1333, was extremely close to 1997 mean attendance
of 89.8000, and thus there was very little difference in
mean percentage reports. Therefore, the students' atten¬
dance made no significant gain under the four-by-four block
scheduling model.
Hypothesis 6. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 reading achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a tradi¬
tional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
reading achievement test scores of students who follow a
four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
Table 9 presents the data pertaining to the
students' 1996 and 1997 reading scores in some selected
Georgia high schools. Because the obtained i.-test value
of -0.08 was less than the critical value of 1.761, the
obtained difference was not significant at the 0.05 level;
therefore, the hypothesis was accepted.
Further examination of table 9 indicates that the
mean reading test score for 1996 was 92.5333, and the mean
reading test score for 1997 was 92.6667; this shows very
little difference. Therefore, reading achievement test
scores made no significant gain under the four-by-four block
scheduling program.
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Table 9.--i.-Test Comparing Students' Reading Test Scores in
1995-96 and 1996-97 School Years
No. of Standard
Variable Schools Mean Deviation t-Value
1995-96
Reading Scores 15 92.5333 4.764
00O•o
1996-97
Reading Scores 15 92.6667 4.995
Note: Not significant at .05; critical value = 1.761.
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 mathematics achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a
traditional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
mathematics achievement test scores of students who followed
a four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
Table 10 presents the data pertaining to the
students' 1996 and 1997 mathematics achievement test scores
in some select Georgia high schools. Because the obtained
£.-test value of -0.47 was less than the critical value of
1.761, the obtained difference was not significant at the
0.05 level; therefore, the hypothesis was accepted. Further
examination of table 10, however, indicates a mean increase
of more than 2 points from 1996 to 1997 in the students'
mathematics achievement test scores at selected Georgia high
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Table 10.--t-Test Comparing Students' Mathematics Test








Scores 15 85.8000 8.453
1996-97
Mathematics
Scores 15 87.1333 6.621
-0.47
Note: Not significant at .05; critical value = 1.761.
schools implementing the four-by-four block scheduling
program.
Summary
This chapter presented the statistical analyses of
the data with respect to each hypothesis and the research
instruments developed for this study. This study sought to
determine perceptions of school personnel, as well as the
extent and influence of the four-by-four block scheduling
program in fifteen randomly selected Georgia high schools.
Statistical applications were used to determine what
significant differences, relationships, and relative
influences existed with regard to the independent and
dependent variables.
The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package
for Social Sciences (SPSS) computer program. The t-test and
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) were the statistical




The problem investigated by this study was the
impact of a four-by-four block scheduling program imple¬
mented in some selected high schools across the state of
Georgia. This scheduling program was examined in terms of
the perceptions of administrators and teachers with respect
to school learning climate and time on task. Additionally,
the study examined the influence of this type of scheduling
program on student attendance and achievement.
The descriptive survey method of research was used
to examine the perceptions of administrators and teachers in
fifteen randomly selected Georgia high schools; addition¬
ally, objective data regarding these selected Georgia high
schools were obtained from the Georgia Department of Educa¬
tion and analyzed. Some data for this study were collected
from two questionnaires returned from the fifteen selected
Georgia high schools' administrators and teachers.
Analysis of all data used in this study was
presented in Chapter V, tables 2 through 10. The data




The findings in this study indicated that teachers'
perceptions were highly positive (agreeable) toward the
four-by-four block scheduling program. The administrators
also demonstrated a slightly more positive attitude toward
the four-by-four block scheduling program when compared to
the traditional six period a-day scheduling program, but
their positive responses were slightly below those of the
teachers. There was very little significant difference
between administrators' and teachers' perceptions of school
learning climate and time on task and the effectiveness that
the new four-by-four block scheduling program had on the
total school management.
Hypothesis 1. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
teachers toward a traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
program and a four-by-four block scheduling program, as
measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher Time Block
Schedule Questionnaire.
A significant difference was found between the
perceptions of teachers toward the two scheduling models.
The hypothesis was rejected.
Hypothesis 2. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators toward a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program and a four-by-four block scheduling
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program, as measured by the Creecy Administrator/Teacher
Time Block Schedule Questionnaire.
A significant difference was found between the
perceptions of administrators toward the two scheduling
models. The hypothesis was rejected.
Hypothesis 3. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers toward school learning climate
as measured by the School Climate Characteristics of the
Illinois Quality School Index (IQSI).
A significant difference was found between the
perceptions of administrators and teachers toward school
learning climate. The hypothesis was rejected.
Hypothesis 4. There is no significant difference
between the perceptions of a selected group of high school
administrators and teachers of time on task as measured by
the Time on Task Characteristics of the IQSI.
A significant difference was found between the
perceptions of administrators and teachers toward time on
task. The hypothesis was rejected.
Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference
between the 1995-96 attendance of a selected group of high
school students who followed a traditional six-period-a-day
scheduling program the 1996-97 attendance of students who
followed a four-by-four block scheduling model, as measured
by the end-of-year attendance percentage reports.
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No significant difference was found between the
1995-96 and 1996-97 attendance of students in the selected
high schools. The hypothesis was accepted.
Hypothesis 6. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 reading achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a tradi¬
tional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
reading achievement test scores of students who follow a
four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
No significant difference was found between the 1996
and 1997 reading achievement test scores of students in the
selected high schools. The hypothesis was accepted.
Hypothesis 7. There is no significant difference
between the 1996 mathematics achievement test scores of a
selected group of high school students who followed a
traditional six-period-a-day scheduling program and the 1997
mathematics achievement test scores of students who followed
a four-by-four block scheduling program, as measured by the
Georgia High School Graduation Test.
No significant difference was found between the 1996
and 1997 mathematics achievement test scores of students in
the selected high schools. The hypothesis was accepted.
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Limitations of Study
This study was limited to fifteen of thirty-three
high schools that practiced the four-by-four block sched¬
uling program in Georgia during the 1996-97 school year.
The achievement data used for analysis were also based on
student performance during the 1995-96 school year. Results
of this study can be generalized for these and similar high
schools. Additional multiple-year study is necessary to
have accurate and more predictable success rates.
Conclusions
This study revealed that the four-by-four block
scheduling program had a minimal impact on students' atten¬
dance and their reading and mathematics achievement over a
one-school-year period of implementation. Analyzed data
results indicated that teachers' perceptions were highly
more positive for the four-by-four block scheduling program
when compared to the traditional six-period-a-day block
scheduling program at the select Georgia high schools. The
administrators also demonstrated a more positive response to
the four-by-four block scheduling program when compared to
the traditional six-period-a-day block scheduling program,
yet their positive responses were slightly below those of
the teachers.
There was a significant difference between teachers'
and administrators' perceptions of school learning climate
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and time on task. Administrators gave highly positive
responses on the effectiveness that the new four-by-four
block scheduling program had made on the school learning
climate and time on task when conpared to the responses
given by teachers. However, the teachers' responses were
agreeable and slightly below those of the administrators.
At the fifteen selected Georgia high schools where
this study was conducted, the students' attendance percen¬
tage increased from 89.1333 to 89.8000 percent from 1996
to 1997. This was a 0.6667 gain and was not considered
statistically to be a very significant difference. The
researcher believes that the innovative four-by-four block
scheduling program needs additional time in order to effect
a more significant positive change in student attendance.
The percentage of students passing the reading part
of the Georgia High School Graduation Test increased from
92.5333 to 92.6667 from 1996 to 1997. This finding was not
a significant difference. Again, however, more time is
needed for implementation of the four-by-four block sched¬
uling program to obtain a more substantial conclusion about
the impact on students' test scores.
The students' mathematics scores on the Georgia High
School Graduation Test increased from 85.8000 to 87.133 from
1996 to 1997. This was a 1.333 gain; however, this gain is
not considered to be a significant difference in scores.
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Implications
The results of this study have important implica¬
tions for administrators, teachers, and interested stake¬
holders. Concerns about restructuring the traditional
scheduling model in schools will continue to be an issue as
an increasing number of schools come under pressure to
redesign the schedule to meet needs of society, such as
needs for improved student achievement, needs for itiproved
school climate, needs for improved attendance, and the need
to provide flexible scheduling in order to meet changing
state graduation requirements. Thus, this study will also
have important implications for educators who are wrestling
with the decision of whether or not to adopt the four-by-
four block scheduling program.
One implication that has surfaced as a result of
this study is that teachers and administrators who are
currently using the four-by-four scheduling model have
positive perceptions of its effectiveness in terms of
improved school climate. This implication suggests that
teachers and administrators believe the four-by-four block
scheduling program creates a more manageable school. With
only four classes daily, students are not in the halls as
much for class change. The noninstructional time spent
walking to and from classes, collecting materials, ending
classes, and getting classes started decreases. Thus, the
teachers and administrators are freed of time in which they
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serve as managers of behavior. Under the four-by-four block
scheduling program, that time is instead allocated to
instruction, allowing teachers to function as learning
facilitators rather than behavior facilitators.
Another implication of the positive perceptions of
school climate relates to the smaller number of classes
students take under the four-by-four block scheduling
program. Instead of feeling overwhelmed after seeing up to
150 students daily and planning for six classes, teachers
focus their planning on a smaller number of students and
classes. Ideally, this allows the teacher to plan and
facilitate more in-depth lessons as well as simply getting
to know students better.
The study found that test scores in reading and
mathematics increased by a small percentage in reading and
almost two points in mathematics over a one-year period.
These increases imply that over a period of time, as
teachers and administrators become more proficient in using
the four-by-four block scheduling program to its fullest
potential, greater gains may be made. Another implication
is that if students are given longer instructional periods,
especially in the area of mathematics, this results in
greater retention of learning.
Another implication of this study lies in the area
of attendance. Generally, attendance improved in schools
with the four-by-four block scheduling model. Although many
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factors might contribute to improved attendance, the fact
that all schools using the four-by-four block scheduling
model experienced some improvement appears to be signifi¬
cant. One implication is that students involved in the
four-by-four block scheduling model may feel compelled to
attend school due to the concentrated time on academics.
Generally, the implications of this study are that
the four-by-four block scheduling program appears to be a
positive factor for improvement in those schools in which it
is being in^lemented. Although the four-by-four block
scheduling program should be inplemented carefully with much
prior planning and staff inservice, this study implies that
it results in greater administrator and teacher satisfaction
as well as small gains in learning and, possibly, greater
student satisfaction. Although there is a need for further
research on the restructuring of the high school schedule,
this study implies that scheduling flexibility at the high
school level can have a positive inpact and that educators
who are considering adopting a model such as the four-by-
four block scheduling program should feel confidence in
doing so.
Recommendations
According to the results of this study, the four-by-
four block scheduling program improves the school climate
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and time on task as perceived by teachers and administra¬
tors. Likewise, student achievement and attendance improved
slightly. Therefore, it is strongly recommend that high
schools not in^lementing the four-by-four block scheduling
model look seriously at adopting the four-by-four block
model if they wish to improve school climate, time on task,
student achievement, and student attendance.
Summgicy
The chapter began by restating the main purpose of
the study. The major findings of the study were summarized
based on five research questions which were addressed
through an analysis of seven hypotheses. The conclusions
and implications were stated, which led to the recommenda¬
tions as a result of the research.
APPENDIX A
GEORGIA SCHOOLS THAT RECEIVED WAIVERS TO IMPLEMENT
MODIFIED HIGH SCHOOL SCHOOL SCHEDULES




1995 Jefferson County High School



















Dr. Charles Mason, Principal
(5-AA)


















1996 Berrien High School
(Berrien County)











F. Wayne Tootle, Principal
Cass High School
(Bartow County)




William A. Kiser, Principal
Cook High School
(Cook County)




Paula 0. Barker, Principal
East Laurens High School
(Laurens County)

























1996 Habersham Central High School
(Habersham County)
Route 2, Box 334
Mt. Airy, GA 30563
Prin: (706) 778-7161
Fax: (706) 776-2952
Linda N, Dove, Principal
Haralson County High School
(Haralson County)




Dr. Jimmy Stokes, Principal






C. Roland Thomas, Principal
LaFayette High School
(Walker County)





























1996 Lincoln County High School





Lithia Springs High School
(Douglas County)
2520 E. County Line Road
Lithia Springs, GA 30057
Prin: (770) 732-2600
Fax: (770) 732-2644
Larry G. RiJDle, Principal
Manchester High School
(Meriweather County)




John W. Stephens, Principal
Mitchell-Baker High School
(Mitchell County)












Dr. Don Elam, Principal
North Forsyth High School
(Forsyth County)





































Dr. Donald Swafford, Principal






Stephens Senior High School
(Stephens County)




Dr. Ronald L. Keffer, Principal
West Laurens High School
(Laurens County)



















1996 White County High School










MODIFICATION OF THE ILLINOIS QUALITY SCHOOL INDEX (IQSI)
SCHOOL CLIMATE AND TINE ON TASK
Purpose of this Questionnaire
This questionnaire will help us who seek to improve the schools to understand how you feel
about the four by four block scheduling program implemented this school year (1996-97) at your high
school. On the following pages you will find statements. Your answers are being used solely for
research purposes. The responses you give will be treated confidentially.
How to Fill in the Questionnaire
The statements on the following pages have been written to help you tell me your opinions
guiclcly and easily. Please read each item carefully but do not spend time on each one. Place your
opinion on the form by circling the answer which most closely describes your attitude towards your
school environment.
Please indicate below by checking the box which best describes your position;
I ] Administrator/Support Staff [ ] Classroom Teacher
CODE: 4 s Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
The principal, teachers, and other staff at this school:
1) Nork from a plan that they and the students
understand and follow each day.
2) Show strong leadership qualities.
3) Clearly understand what this school needs
and they do things the students, parents,
and community expect them to do.
4) Do good planning to make sure students
learn each in a positive environment.
5) Plan different ways of teaching which help
students to clearly understand the lesson.
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
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4 3 2 1
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4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
The principal, teachers, and other staff at this school:
6) Help students see the relationship between
what has already been learned and the lesson
to follow.
7) Teach students about the value of education.
8) Provide opportunities for students to work
together in siall groups.
9) Help students understand the importance
of learning in all subjects areas.
lOj Encourage student-to*student discussion in
the classroom.
11) Insist on orderliness and cleanliness throughout
the school.
12) Discipline the students' behavior rather than the
student.
13) Listen to students' opinions and needs.
14) Believe in students' ability to learn.
15) Ask questions which encourage students to
think deeply and be creative.
16) Encourage students to ask and answer such
questions as 'How can I apply what I learn
to everyday life?"
17) Set a positive example for students to follow.
18) Maintain high morale.
19) Provide an environment that causes students
to like to come to school.
20) Often praise students and each other for a job
well done.
21) Don't allow school property to get out of hand
by ignoring graffiti, dirty floors, vandalism,
and things that need to be repaired.
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1
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4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 * Strongly Disagree
The principal, teachers, and other staff at this school:
22) Show respect for others no matter what they do. 432
23) Enjoy their worlc at this school. 4 3 2
24) Feel that spending more time on the lesson will
help students to learn more. 4 3 2
25) Carefully plan activities that help students 4 3 2
learn.
26) Schedule most of the school day for learning
activities. 4 3 2
27) Encourage students to use time wisely
and well. 432
28) Don't allow many things to get in the way of the
classroom learning time. 4 3 2
29) Don't allow disruptive behavior in the classroom
and hallways. 432
30) Don't allow too many interruptions during class
periods. 4 3 2
31) Handle behavior problems in the classroom in a
way that learning time is not wasted. 4 3 2
32) Start and end class periods on time. 4 3 2
33) Use as little time as possible to do things that are
not related to the lesson. 4 3 2
34) Plan lessons for learning activities. 4 3 2
35) Use a variety of teaching styles and techniques
to help majce the lesson interesting. 4 3 2
36) Encourage questions and answers in classroom
discussions. 4 3 2
37) Grade tests during class time only to find out

















4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
The principal, teachers, and other staff at this school:
38) Use field trips, assembly programs, and audio visual
materials only when they fit into the lesson planned
for students. 4
391 Halce sure students are really worlcing on the
assigned lessons. 4
40) Do things that malce students want to come to school
each day. 4
Modification of the Illinois Quality Schools Index, School Clinate, and
Tine on Task instrunents, Illinois State Board of Education, 1984.
APPENDIX C
CEBBCY ADMINISTEATOR/TBACHEE TIME BLOCK SCHEDULE
QUBSTIOHNAIRE
Teachers respond to itens 1 through 17 only.
Administrators and Support Staff respond to items 18 through 35 only.
Purpose of this Questionnaire
This questionnaire will help us who seek to improve the schools to understand how you feel
about the four-by-four block scheduling program and the traditional six-period-a-day scheduling
of classes. Your answers are being used solely for research purposes and will be treated
confidentially.
How to Fill in the Questionnaire
Read each question carefully, place your opinion on the form by circling the answer which most
describes how you feel about the statement.
CODE: 4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
1) I feel less pressured in the school this year
than last year. 4321
2) I prefer changing classes 6 times a day
(traditional scheduling program). 4321
3) Last year, I had more opportunities between classes
to get myself together. 4321
4) Students are less manageable in school classes
this year than last year. 43215)There are more disruptions of classes this
year than last year.
100
4 3 2 1
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4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
6) This year's modified schedule seems to only
benefit those teachers who teach laboratory,
vocational or activity type courses. 432
7) This year's modified schedule seems to
require teachers to do more planning
than last year. 4 3 2
8) I have noticed that the school is free of graffiti
this year. 4 3 2
9) I feel that the modified schedule program was
a good idea from the beginning. 4 3 2
10) The modified schedule had to grow on le. 43211)An inservice to assist teachers in planning for the
modified bloclr schedule program would have
enhanced the implementation. 4 3 2
12) There is no difference in the amount of time required
to plan for traditional schedule vs. the modified
bloclc schedule. 4 3 2
13) The modified bloclc schedule allows teachers more
time to attend to personal matters during the
day. 4 3 2
14) The modified bloclc schedule does not allow
time to interact with parents. 4 3 2
15) I like the modified block schedule. 4 3 2
16) On a grading scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 being the best
grade), what grade would you give last year's













4 r Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree
17) What grade would you give the modified block
schedule. 4 3 2
18) I feel less pressured at work this year than last
year. 4 3 2
19) I prefer the students moving to all classes
daily. 432
20) Last year, I had more opportunities between
classes to get myself together. 432
21) Students are less manageable in school this year
than last year. 4 3 2
22) There are more disruptions in classes this year
than last year. 4 3 223)The four-by-four block schedule program only
benefits those teachers who teach laboratory,
vocational or activity type courses. . 4 3 224)The four-by-four block scheduling program requires
me to plan more than the traditional one hour class
schedule. 4 3 225)I have noticed that the school is freer of graffiti
this year. 4 3 226)I feel the four-by-four block schedule program
experiment was a good idea from the
beginning. 4 3 227)The four-by-four block schedule program had to













4 = Strongly Agree 3 = Agree 2 = Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree28)An inservice to assist administrators in preparing
for would have enhanced the experiment. 432129)There is no difference in the amount of time required
to prepare for a six-period-a-day traditional schedule
vs. a four-by-four wor)c schedule. 4 3 2 130)The four-by-four bloclc schedule program allows
teachers more time to attend to personal
business during planning time. 432131)I lilce the four-by-four scheduling program. 4 3 2 132)The four-by-four bloclc scheduling program does
not allow time to interact with parents. 432133)Attendance is more crucial under a four-by-four
bloclc scheduling program. 4 3 2 134)On a grading scale of 1 to 4 (with 4 being the best
grade) what grade would you give last year's
traditional schedule? 4321
35) Shat grade would you give the four-by-four bloclc
schedule program? 4 3 2 1
APPENDIX D
FOUR-BY'FOUR MODIFIED BLOCK SCHEDDLING PROGRAM








North Forsyth High School
Pelham County High School
AA
Berrien County High School
Cook County High School
Early County High School
East Laurens High School
Haralson County High School
LaFayette High School
Mitchell-Baker High School
South Forsyth High School
Nest Laurens High School
Hhite County High School
AAA
Alexander High School
Douglas County High School
Johnson High School
North Springs High School
Ridgeland High School




Hambersham Central High School





South AtlanU High Scho<d
800 Hutchens Rd. SE
Atlanta, GA 30354
Telephone: (404) 362-5057
Principal: Mrs. Bessie D. McL*morc
Home
3034 Green Valley Drive




I am completing my Ed.D in Educational Administration and Supervision at Clark Atlanta
University in Atlanta, Georgia. I am conducting a research study with administrators and teachers
who have worked in one of the selected high schools of Georgia to implement a modified block
scheduling program during the 1996-97 school year. One purpose of the study is to examine
perceptions of the impact of this scheduling model with respect to school climate and time on
task.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. However, I believe you will agree that
we need research to determine whether the new modified block scheduling has a positive effect
of education of our young people. Information that you and your staff provide will help to give
educators in Georgia a much better picture of the effectiveness an/or problems of block schedul¬
ing. Therefore, I respectfully request your assistance in this study. No names will appear in the
research findings, and your responses will not be identified with you or your school personally. I,
too, am an administrator in a Georgia public high school, and I am aware that we need positive
publicity for our schools. You have my assurance that all information received will be confidential
and anonymous in respect to names of schools and individuals.
Your cooperation and prompt response will give me the time I need to compile and
summarize the data on the enclosed questionnaires early during our summer break. Administra¬
tors, support staff (counselors, registrar, social worker, vocational supenrisor, magnet coordinator,
etc.), and classroom teachers should each complete two questionnaires (Appendix B and Appen¬
dix C. It is very important for each person to indicate on the form whether they are a teacher or
an administrator/support staff member. A self-addressed stamped envelope is enclosed for your
convenience. If you participate, I hope to be able to give you a summary of my findings near the
opening of school in September 1996.
Thank you so much for your assistance with this research study. If you have questions,
please feel free to call me collect at school or horrre. I realize this is a busy time of year, but I
hope that you will take the time to distribute these questionnaires to appropriate staff members
during these final days of the school year, and then return the responses to me. I will begin to
compile my data as soon as I receive your responses.






SECOND LETTER TO PRINCIPALS
DORIS CREECY-WATERS Home
3034 Green Valley Drive
East Point, Georgia 30344
(404)344-8677
South Atlanta High School
800 Hutchens Rd. SE
Atlanta,GA 30354
Telephone: (404) 362-5057
Principal: Mrs. Bessie D. McLnmore
August 18, 1997
Dear Principal:
I am a doctoral candidate at Clark-Atlanta University. For my dissertation,
I am investigating the four-by-four block scheduling program in Georgia. Some
data regarding your school was available on the Internet. However, I was unable
to obtain student attendance data and data on first-time test takers passing the
mathematics and language art/reading portions of the Georgia High School
Graduation Test.
Please assist me by completing the attached form which calls for that
information. I will need test score data as well as overall student attendance
percentages for the school year 1995-96 and 1996-97. No school will be identi¬
fied by particular scores. I am comparing the average mean scores of all
schools. Therefore, the information you send me will remain confidential for the
purpose of this study.
Thank you so much for your assistance in this project. Please be assured








REQUEST FOR DATA FOR STUDY
PRINCIPALS--ATTACHMENT
OF FOUR-BY-FOUR SCHEDULING MODEL
DORIS CREECY-WATERS
South Atlanta High School
800 Hutchens Rd. SE ^ ^
Atlanta, GA 30354
Telephone: (404) 362-5057 oionau
Principal: Mrs. Bessie D.McL^ore BtccusNc*
Home
3034 Green Valley Drive
East Point, Georgia 30344
(404)344-8677
August 18,1997
Request for Data for Study of Four-By Four Scheduling Model
Please provide the following information for your school by filling in the blanks.
Please return this form to Ms. Doris Creecy-Waters in the enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope. Thank you for taking time to assist in this study.
Name of School: :
1. Percentage of student attendance (overall) for 1995-96.
2. Percentage of student attendance (overall) for 1996-97.
3. Percentage of first-time test takers passing mathematics
in 1996-97.
4. Percentage of first-time test takers passing language




' School of Education
Department of Educational Leadership
Jimtf P. Brmrity Drivt it Fair Stmt Atlanta, Gtorgla 30314
May 16, 1997
faculty
John A. Blackshear. Ed.D.
Olivia M. Boggs. Ed.D.
Philip A. Bradley. Ed.D.
Williain H. Delon. Ph.D.
Leslie T. Fenwich. Ph.D.
Null A Tucker. Ph.D.
Trevor A. Turner, Ph.D.
Claudette H. Williams, Ed.D.
STAFF
Mrs. Maty Howard-Thomas
Mn Betty Jo Terrell
Dear Superintendent;
Ms. Doris Creecy-Waters is a doctoral student concentrating in Administration
and Supervision in the Educational Leadership Department at Clark Atlanta
University. Her dissertation research is related to secondary level scheduling
and is entitled, The Perceptions of Administrators and Teachers of the Four-by-
Four Block Scheduling Program Implemented in Selected Georgia High School."
This letter is being sent to comply with your school system's requirement for
verification that the proposed research has been approved by Ms. Creecy-Wa¬
ters' dissertation committee. We have approved her topic and believe that the
outcome of the research will be beneficial to all administrators.
If additional information is needed, please call me at (404) 880-8498 or email me
at oboggs@mindspring.com.
Sincerely
Olivia M. Boggs, Chairperson
Educational Leadership Department
OB:cc
Claik Atlanta Unlvanlty-Dapartmant of Educational Laadarthip.Clamanl Hall-Roam 201-(404) 880-B49B.
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